In the study of extending homeomorphisms in the compactification of Frechet spaces into the Hilbert cube Q, it is shown that for a given homeomorphism / of s onto itself and a closed subset K of s satisfying property Z in s, there is a homeomorphism g of s onto itself such that gfg~l\ 0(K) extends to a homeomorphism of Q onto Q. The proof is by employing the rather useful shifting homeomorphism on Q.
It has been shown that there is a compactification p. of F into Q such that ju(/T) = s, [4] , [5] and [6] .
Let N denote the set of integers and for each iEN, let Qi denote a copy of Q. We now identify Q as H»ejv Qi The shifting homeomorphism <£ of Q into itself is defined by
where x,-, x( EQi and xi =x,-+i, for all iEN.
<£> may be regarded as a universal /3*-homeomorphism on Q in the sense of the following main theorem.
Theorem.
For any closed set A in F and any imbedding f of A into F such that fiA) is closed and both A and /(4) have property Z in F, there is an imbedding p of F into Q such that piF) =s and pfp~1\uw> itself such that G| a, =fi-Let K be the subset of s defined by
Clearly K is closed and the projection x->x is 1-1. By the lemma there is a homeomorphism g2 of 5 onto itself such that g2(x)=x for all xG^o-Let iu = g2gigo-Then m/m_1U(^) is a homeomorphism of p(A) onto p(B). A simple verification that m/m_1|hU)=^|cU) completes the proof of the theorem. Let X, f be as above, then there is a compactification p. of X into a compact subset cl(p,(X)) of Q such that pfp~1\^(X) extends to a homeomorphism of cl(/i(^)) onto itself.
Proof of Theorem 1. By the classical Banach-Mazur-Kuratowski Theorem, X can be regarded as a closed subset of the space C of continuous real valued functions on the closed unit intervals. It is well known that C can be imbedded as a closed subset of s0-Hence by considering s0Xs0, we may assume that X is imbedded as a closed subset of So and has property Z in s0. The rest of the proof is the same as the theorem.
